FIND SYNERGY
Developed from the highest quality resources to ensure safety and an effectively potent formula.

**Omega-3s** help maintain normal levels of HDL ("good" cholesterol) and LDL ("bad" cholesterol), which keeps excess cholesterol from building and triggers the brain to send proper signals to the circulatory system.

**CoQ10 ER** is a powerful antioxidant that helps fight oxidative stress in the blood vessels, leaving them clear for proper blood flow.

**Vitamin K2** helps to direct calcium to the bones and teeth, where it belongs, keeping the calcium from attaching itself to the arteries.

**Fertilized Avian Egg Extract** stimulates stem cells, allowing each of the other ingredients in OMEGA+++ to perform their function effectively.

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.*

WORKING TOGETHER
The LifePharm health mission started with Laminine, a proprietary, original formula that has remarkable effects on those who take it. This is why we continue to build on the foundation set by Laminine by expanding our product line with supplements that work hand in hand toward the goal of achieving healthy living*.

For more information, please contact me at: [Contact Information]

Exclusively Distributed By:
LifePharm
Lake Forest, CA 92630 U.S.A.
www.LifePharm.com
OMEGA+++ is unique in its use of only the highest quality sources for Omega Fatty Acids 3 (EPA and DHA), 6, 9, CoQ10 Extended Release, Vitamin K2, along with an added boost of the Fertilized Avian Egg Extract, and combines them into one supplement.

THE EQUATION IS SIMPLE

The most valuable asset we each have is our health. All the success in the world won’t hold much value without it. To that same token, when we have our health and are truly at our very best, we can become successful in all aspects of our lives - personal, professional and financial.

GOOD HEALTH STARTS WITH:

- A healthy diet
- Adequate physical activity
- Balanced stress levels
- Proper sleep regimen

A healthy circulatory system provides:

- Optimal blood flow to the brain and organs
- Optimal blood flow to the heart
- Rapid recovery following exercise or other physical activity

Without the circulatory system, the body would be unable to fight disease effectively or maintain a stable internal environment, known as homeostasis.

HOW DO YOU IMPROVE YOUR CIRCULATORY HEALTH?

The LifePharm flagship product, Laminine®, is the foundation of optimum health.

Building upon that foundation, LifePharm has combined a unique blend of ingredients whose individual benefits have been well documented to create OMEGA+++.

OMEGA+++ is Laminine’s perfect counterpart.

WHAT IS OMEGA+++?

Quality • Potency • Safety • Proprietary

GOOD HEALTH STARTS WITH:

A healthy diet
Adequate physical activity
Balanced stress levels
Proper sleep regimen

But is it enough?

How do you begin to build the foundation for good overall health?

CIRCULATORY HEALTH

The foundation to good overall health begins with good circulatory health.